
Kestrels 2023-2024
Spring term (Cycle B)
Water worlds (HH)

Problem solving, reasoning and numeracy
-times tables
- Multiplication and division (Y5) -Ratio (Y6)
- Decimals and percentages (Y5) - Algebra (Y6)
- Perimeter and area (Y5) - Fractions, decimals
- Statistics (Y5) and percentages (Y6)
- Fractions (Y5) - Area, perimeter and
- Volume (Y6)
- - statistics (Y6)Communication, language and literacy

- Using text as evidence
- Predictions
- Extending sentences
- Cohesion with paragraphs
- Identifying themes

Using the key text Kensuke's Kingdom by Michael Morpurgo

Spelling
Set weekly using the read write inc scheme
Focus on statutory spellings for 5/6

SPAG
- Modal verbs
- Word classes
- Noun phrases
- Relative clauses
- Sentence formation
- Apostrophes
- Pronouns
- Conjunctions
- Adverbials
- Tenses
- Formal and informal
- Active and passive voice

Knowledge and understanding of the world

Physical 
development
OP syllabus
Forest school

Personal social 
development 
(PSHE)
community

Discrimination
Jobs, money
Career choices

Geography
-water cycle
-Rivers of the world
-Features of a river
-Erosion and deposition
-How do we use rivers?
-Holding back the flood

History
-local flooding through history
- Looking at evidence
- Making comparisons in times of history
- Selecting suitable evidence
- forming own opinions

Computing
Selection in physical computing
Selection in quizzes
Programming microbits

Languages (French)
Grammar
Expanding sentences orally
Speaking in sentences

Science
properties and changes of materials
Property of materials
Keeping cool
Brighter bulbs
Disappearing or dissolving
Separating mixtures
Irreversible changes
Living things and their habitats
Making new plants
Mammals
Jane Goodall
Metamorphosis
Comparing life cycles

Religious studies
Creation and science: conflicting or complimentary?
How significant for Christians to believe God intended Jesus to 
die?

Creative development
Art and design
-Monet and Hokusai
-Acrylic paints
-water colours
-clay work

Music (active music)
Pitch

Visit
Trip to beach looking at costal features.


